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PeristalsisMixed convective peristaltic activity of variable viscosity nanofluids is addressed. Unlike the conventional
consideration of constant viscosity; the viscosity is taken as temperature dependent. Constitutive rela-
tions for linear viscoelastic Jeffrey fluid are employed and uniform magnetic field is applied in the trans-
verse direction. For nanofluids, the formulation is completed in presence of Brownian motion,
thermophoresis, viscous dissipation and Joule heating. Consideration of temperature dependence of vis-
cosity is not a choice but the realistic requirement of the wall temperature and the heat generated due to
the viscous dissipation. Well established large wavelength and small Reynolds number approximations
are invoked. Non-linear coupled system is analytically solved for the convergent series solutions identi-
fying the interval of convergence explicitly. A comparative study between analytical and numerical solu-
tion is made for certainty. Influence of the parameters undertaken for the description of the problem is
pointed out and its physics explained.
 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Introduction
Heat transfer in peristalsis is undoubtedly an emerging research
area due to its vast applications in biomechanics and engineering.
Many devices like heart lungs machine, finger and roller pumps
operate on the principle of peristalsis. Its further biological rele-
vance lies in the processes of oxygenation and hemodialysis. The
literature on the peristaltic flow with heat transfer is quite exten-
sive and a few representative studies are given in [1–6].
The non-Newtonian fluids are now considered to be more real-
istic in view of the rheological properties shown by industrial,
polymeric and physiological fluids. An important class of these
non-Newtonian fluids constitute linear viscoelastic model. The
base fluid, in this paper, is taken as polymeric fluid with small
displacement gradients and the flow constitute small harmonic
oscillations. This allows us to take the general viscoelastic fluid
as Jeffrey fluid with its appropriate constitutive equations. We
know that in this type of model the viscosity remains constant
and shear rate is time dependent. However, this viscosity is better
taken as a function of temperature which is the crux of this study.
We further argue that this model covers a good range of polymeric
liquids. To further our argument in favor of the linear viscoelastic
model lies in that: it provides the mathematical insight and act
as precursor to take up the study in nonlinear viscoelastic modelssuch as second and third grade fluids. Another good reason is that
the Jeffrey fluid shows relaxation and retardation time behavior.
Some studies regarding Jeffrey fluid by Hayat et al. can be cited
in [7–9].
Further, now it is well recognized that the base fluids like water,
ethylene glycol have poor heat transfer properties and low thermal
conductivity. To overcome limitations of the heat transfer capabil-
ities Maxwell was the first to propose the addition of solid particles
and carbon nano-tubes in the base fluid. The results were very
encouraging but posed serious issues like erosion of pipes, increase
in pressure drop, and clogging. Choi [10] was first to introduce
nano scale metallic particles and carbon nano-tubes in the base
fluid resulting in what is known as nanofluid. Buongiorno [11]
developed the convective heat transfer in nanofluids by making a
comprehensive survey. He developed a new model based on the
observation that nanoparticle absolute velocity can be viewed as
the sum of base fluid velocity and a relative velocity called slip
velocity. Finally, he concluded that Brownian diffusion and ther-
mophoresis phenomenon are most important in contributing to
heat transfer enhancement. A good number of papers (e.g., [12–
14]) have appeared using Buongiornos model for nanofluids.
Magnetic field in nanofluids is significant in medical applica-
tions including modern drug delivery and cancer therapy [15].
Cancer patients are administered radiation using iron based
nanoparticles and the nanofluids having magnetic properties stick
to tumor cells without damaging healthy cells. With this point of
view, researches have made some useful contributions in the
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thermopherosis [16–18].
Literature survey reveals that the viscosity of the base fluid in
existing literature is mostly taken as constant which is not a valid
approximation when the fluid is non- isothermal. This assumption
can lead to serious inadequacies because viscosity varies with tem-
perature that greatly affects the fluid flow. The viscous dissipation
term is nonzero even for unidirectional flows indicating that there
is kinetic energy of the flow being converted to heat energy. This
suggests that the temperature does not remain constant and that
the assumption of isothermal fluid fails to hold. Hence, the consid-
eration of viscous dissipation and Joule heating should accompany
while considering temperature dependent viscosity. Unfortu-
nately, very little has been said on the variable temperature viscos-
ity except the papers given in the references [5,19,20].
In the present context, the study of heat transfer analysis along
with viscous dissipation for peristaltic flow of a nanofluids in a
channel will be incomplete without the consideration of variable
viscosity. As already mentioned sizable investigation can be found
for the peristaltic flow of nanofluids with constant viscosity but no
information exists for the effects of temperature dependent viscos-
ity on peristaltic flow of nanofluid even for Newtonian fluid. The
choice of Jeffrey fluid is important because of a number of reasons.
The model is appropriate for small displacement velocity gradients
and harmonic oscillations and the viscoelastic properties of the
fluid show relaxation and retardation time. The Newtonian fluid
can be recovered as a special case and the mathematical ingenuity
developed here will lead us to the consideration of more complex
non-linear viscoelastic fluids such as second and third grade fluids.
Thus, realizing the importance of peristaltic transport of nanofluids
and the variable viscosity; we investigate the influence of variable
viscosity on peristaltic flow of Jeffrey fluid with nanoparticles in an
asymmetric channel.
The governing transport equations are developed including
effects of viscous dissipation and Joule heating. Brownian diffusion
and thermophoresis phenomenon are also taken into account as
per the model of Buongiorno [11]. The relevant problem is reduced
into the wave frame. The convergent solution is obtained by homo-
topic procedure HAM. The analytical results are illustrated graph-
ically and interpreted physically. There are a number of good
reasons to take up this study. Firstly, we model the problem of
peristaltic transport of MHD non-Newtonian Jeffrey fluid in the
presence of Brownian motion and thermopherosis. Secondly, the
dynamic viscosity is taken as a function of temperature. Finally,
we remark that the theoretical model has been chosen for small
displacement gradients with small amplitude harmonic oscilla-
tions giving way to the consideration of Jeffrey fluid. Thus, it can
be fairly justified that the findings are true if the mathematical
subtleties in the formulation have been observed and the correct
mathematical procedure is adopted. Thus in the absence of empiri-
cism of any nature so far; the theoretical results for Jeffrey model
for the peristaltic transport of nano fluid with variable properties,
presented in this paper, can be believed correct; particularly, when
the behavior and the interpretation of the results are as per the
physics of the problem and the solution satisfies the boundary
value problem.Fig. 1. Geometry of the physical model.Statement of the physical model
Consider the two-dimensional peristaltic flow of an incom-
pressible Jeffrey nanofluid in an asymmetric channel of uniform
thickness d1 þ d2. The electrically conducting fluid is considered
in the presence of uniform magnetic field B, applied in the trans-
verse direction of the flow. The motion in the fluid is produced in
response to the propagation of two sinusoidal wave trains (of con-stant speed c) along the channel walls (see Fig. 1). It is further
assumed that the right hand side wall temperature is T0 and the
nanoparticle concentration is C0, while the left hand side wall tem-
perature is T1 (> T0) and concentration is C1 (> C0).
The wall surfaces can be expressed mathematically as
H1ðX;tÞ ¼ d1 þ b1 cosð2pk ðX  c
tÞÞ; ðright wallÞ ð1Þ
H2ðX;tÞ ¼ d2  b2 cosð2pk ðX  c
tÞ þ /Þ; ðleft wallÞ ð2Þ
in which k is the wavelength, b1 and b2 are the waves amplitudes
and / ð0 6 / 6 pÞ is the phase difference between the waves. The
Xaxis represent axial direction of flow and Yaxis is perpendicu-
lar to Xaxis. Further, bi;di (i ¼ 1;2) and / satisfy the condition
b21 þ b22 þ 2b1b2 cos/ 6 ðd1 þ d2Þ2: ð3Þ
The conservation of mass, momentum, energy and nanoparticle
concentration under above mentioned assumptions may be writ-
ten as
r  V ¼ 0; ð4Þ
qf
dV
dt
¼ r  sþ J Bþ qf gbtðT  T0Þ þ qf gbcðC  C0Þ; ð5Þ
qf
de
dt
¼ s  L þ k r  ð rTÞ þ 1
r
ðJ2Þ
þ s1qf cf DBð rC  rTÞ þ
DT
T0
ð rT  rTÞ
 
; ð6Þ
dC
dt
¼ DB r2C þ DTT0
r2T; ð7Þ
where V is the velocity vector, P is the pressure, qf is the density of
the base fluid, bt is the coefficient of thermal expansion, bc is the
coefficient of expansion with concentration, g is the acceleration
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e ¼ cf T is the specific internal energy, cf is the specific heat capacity
of the base fluid, T is the temperature, r is the electrical conductiv-
ity of the fluid, C is the nanoparticle concentration, s1 ¼ ðqcÞp=ðqcÞf
is the ratio of the effective heat capacity of the nanoparticle and
heat capacity of fluid, DB is the Brownian diffusion coefficient, DT
is the thermophoretic diffusion coefficient, J B is the Lorentz force
vector and 1r J
2 is the Joule heating term. Note that the above equa-
tions are subject to the negligibly small magnetic Reynolds number
and hence contributions of the induced magnetic field have been
ignored. The variations in the magnetic field as a result of both
imposed and induced electric fields are also neglected.
The Cauchy stress s and extra stress S tensors for Jeffrey fluid
are given by
s ¼ PIþ S; ð8Þ
S ¼ lðTÞ
1þ k1 ½A1 þ k2ð
@
@t
þ V  rÞA1; ð9Þ
A1 ¼ rV þ ð rVÞT; ð10Þ
in which I is the identity tensor, k1 and k2 are the ratio of relaxation
to retardation times and the retardation time respectively and A1 is
the first Rivlin-Erickson tensor.
The viscosity l is considered to be variable and is defined by
Reynolds law [21] as:
l ¼ l0 1 cðT  T0Þ
 
; ð11Þ
where l0 is the constant viscosity at reference temperature T ¼ T0
and c is a constant.
The velocity ðVÞ and magnetic ðBÞ fields are defined as
V ¼ ½UðX;Y;tÞ;VðX;Y;tÞ;0; B ¼ ½0; B0; 0: ð12Þ
The flow in the fixed reference frame ðX; Y;tÞ appears steady in
the wave reference frame ðx; yÞ. These two frames can be related by
the Galilean transformations as
ðx; yÞ ¼ ðX  ct; YÞ; ðu; vÞ ¼ ðU  c;VÞ; pðx; yÞ ¼ PðX;Y;tÞ;
ð13Þ
in which u; v and p are the velocities and pressure with respect to
the wave reference frame.
The non-dimensional variables are given below:
x¼ xk ; y¼ yd1 ; u¼
u
c ; v ¼ vc ; d¼ d2d1 ; a1¼
b1
d1
; a2¼ b2d1 ; p¼
d21p
l0ck
;
h1¼ H1d1 ; h2¼
H2
d1
; lðhÞ¼ lðTÞl0 ; h¼
TT0
T1T0 ; g¼
CC0
C1C0 ; S¼
d1S
l0c
:
ð14Þ
Through Eqs. (4)–(14) we have:
d
@u
@x
þ @v
@y
¼ 0; ð15Þ
Re du
@u
@x
þ v @u
@y
 
¼  @p
@x
þ d @Sxx
@x
þ @Sxy
@y
M2ðuþ 1Þ þ Gthþ Gcg;
ð16Þ
Red du
@v
@x
þ v @v
@y
 
¼  @p
@y
þ d2 @Sxy
@x
þ d @Syy
@y
; ð17ÞRePr du
@h
@x
þ v @h
@y
 
¼ d2 @
2h
@x2
þ @
2h
@y2
þ PrNb d2 @g
@x
@h
@x
þ @g
@y
@h
@y
 
þ Br dSxx @u
@x
þ Syy @v
@y
þ Sxy d @v
@x
þ @u
@y
  
þ PrNt d2 @h
@x
 2
þ @h
@y
 2" #
þM2Brðuþ 1Þ2; ð18Þ
cd1
DB
du
@g
@x
þ v @g
@y
 
¼ d2 @
2g
@x2
þ @
2g
@y2
þ Nt
Nb
d2
@2h
@x2
þ @
2h
@y2
 !
: ð19Þ
In Eqs. (15)–(19), dð¼ d1=kÞ is the wave number,
M2ð¼ rB20d21=l0Þ is the Hartman number, Reð¼ qf cd1=l0Þ is the
Reynolds number, Prð¼ l0cf =kÞ is the Prandtl number,
Brð¼ l0c2=ðT1  T0ÞkÞ is the Brinkman Number,
Ntð¼ s1qf DTðT1  T0Þ=l0T0Þ is the thermophoresis parameter,
Nbð¼ s1qf DBðC1  C0Þ=l0Þ is the Brownian motion parameter,
Gcð¼ qf gbcd21ðC1  C0Þ=l0cÞ is the local concentration Grashof
number and Gtð¼ qf gbtd21ðT1  T0Þ=l0cÞ is the local temperature
Grashof number.
Now, if we define the stream function w as
u ¼ @w=@yandv ¼ dð@w=@xÞ, the continuity Eq. (15) is identically
satisfied. The long wavelength and low Reynolds number assump-
tion remains applicable for the case of chyme transport in small
intestines [22]. In this case d ¼ 1:25 cm, c ¼ 2 cm/min and
k ¼ 8:01 cm. Here the half width of the intestine is small as com-
pared to the wavelength. i.e., d=k ¼ 0:156. Thus the Eqs. (16)–
(19) under the aforementioned assumptions reduce to
0 ¼  @p
@x
þ @Sxy
@y
M2 @w
@y
þ 1
 
þ Gthþ Gcg; ð20Þ
0¼ @
2
@y2
lðhÞ@
2w
@y2
 !
ð1þk1ÞM2 @
2w
@y2
þð1þk1ÞGt @h
@y
þð1þk1ÞGc @g
@y
;
ð21Þ
0 ¼ @
2h
@y2
þ BrSxy @
2w
@y2
þM2Br @w
@y
þ 1
 2
þ PrNb @g
@y
 
@h
@y
 
þ PrNt @h
@y
 2
; ð22Þ
0 ¼ @
2g
@y2
þ Nt
Nb
@2h
@y2
 !
; ð23Þ
with
Sxy ¼ lðhÞð1þ k1Þ
@2w
@y2
; lðhÞ ¼ 1 ah; @p
@y
¼ 0;
where a ¼ cðT1  T0Þ is the viscosity parameter.
The boundary conditions are given by
w ¼ F=2; @w
@y
¼ 1; h ¼ 0; g ¼ 0; at y ¼ h1ðxÞ
¼ 1þ a1 cosð2pxÞ; ð24Þ
w ¼ F=2; @w
@y
¼ 1; h ¼ 1; g ¼ 1 at y ¼ h2ðxÞ
¼ d a2 cosð2pxþ /Þ; ð25Þ
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F ¼
Z h1ðxÞ
h2ðxÞ
@w
@y
dy ¼ wðh1ðxÞÞ  wðh2ðxÞÞ; ð26Þ
is the time averaged flow rate in wave frame. It can be further
related by the flow rate in fixed frame by the following expression:
Q ¼ F þ 1þ d: ð27Þ
The expression for pressure rise per wavelength is
DPk ¼
Z 1
0
dp
dx
 
dx: ð28Þ
The heat transfer coefficient Z at y ¼ h1ðxÞ is given by
Z ¼ @h1
@x
@h
@y
: ð29ÞAnalytical solution
We observed that the Eqs. (20)–(23) are coupled and nonlinear
in nature therefore the exact solutions are not possible. Thus,
Homotopy Analysis Method is used to obtain the solution as it
has the tendency to solve the nonlinear problems. It has significant
advantage over other series solution methods in providing simple
and efficient way to ensure the convergence of the series solution.
We choose the initial guesses for the Homotopic solutions as:
w0ðyÞ ¼ 
Fðh1 þ h2  2yÞðh21  4h1h2 þ h22 þ 2ðh1 þ h2Þy 2y2Þ
2ðh1  h2Þ3
þ 2ðh1 þ h2  2yÞðh1  h2Þðh1  yÞðh2  yÞ
2ðh1  h2Þ3
;
ð30Þ
h0ðyÞ ¼ h1  yh1  h2 ; ð31Þ
g0ðyÞ ¼
h1  y
h1  h2 ð32Þ
The auxiliary linear operators are given below
LwðwÞ ¼ @
4w
@y4
; LhðhÞ ¼ @
2h
@y2
; LgðgÞ ¼ @
2g
@y2
; ð33Þ
with the following the properties:
LwðC1 þ C2yþ C3y2 þ C4y3Þ ¼ 0; LhðC5 þ C6yÞ ¼ 0;
LgðC7 þ C8yÞ ¼ 0; ð34Þ
where C1  C8 are arbitrary constants. Further details of the solu-
tion procedure are given in Appendix A.
Convergence of HAM solution
As Liao pointed out [23], the convergence of homotopic series
solution is strongly dependent on non-zero auxiliary parameters
hw; hh and hg. The obtain the admissible values of such parameters,
the h-curves are drawn at 25th order of approximation (see Fig. 2)
by choosing some suitable values of other involved parameters.
Fig. 2 manifests that the acceptable ranges for hw; hh and hg are
1:1 < hw < 0:3;1 < hh < 0:4 and 1 < hg < 0:4. Further,
the solutions converge for all values of y when
hw ¼ hh ¼ hg ¼ 0:8 (Table 1).Graphical results and discussion
The results obtained in the preceding section are discussed in
this section where we recall to have obtained the series solution
using Homotopy Analysis Method (HAM). It is worthwhile to sup-
plement the series solution by some numerical study or experi-
mental results. Hence, the numerical solution is also obtained by
built in Dopri45 solver that shows an excellent match with the
HAM solution (see Table 2). In what follows, we analyzed the dif-
ferent features of the peristaltic transport, heat transfer character-
istics and nanoparticle concentration under the effect of various
involved parameters namely viscosity parameter a, Brinkman
number Br, Brownian motion parameter Nb, thermophoresis
parameter Nt , local temperature Grashof number Gt , local nanopar-
ticle Grashof number Gc , Jeffrey fluid parameter k1 and Hartman
number M.
The aim of Fig. 3 is to see the effects of involving parameters on
dp=dx. For this purpose dp=dx is plotted within one wavelength
x 2 ½0:5;0:5. When pressure gradient is positive, it is called
adverse pressure gradient and it resists the flow. In the intervals
x 2 ½0:5;0:3 and x 2 ½0:2;0:5, we have adverse pressure gradi-
ent. Here the pressure gradient dp=dx is decreasing by increasing
a and k1, whereas it is increasing for the rest of the parameters.
The negative pressure gradient is called favorable pressure gradi-
ent and it assists the flow. Pressure gradient dp=dx is negative for
x 2 ½0:3;0:2 for all the parameters. Further it is increasing for
increasing values of a, Br, Nb;Nt ;Gt ;Gc and k1 while it is decreasing
for increasing values of M.
Fig. 4 is sketched in order to study the influence of a, Br,
Nb;Nt ;Gt ;Gc; k1 and M on pressure rise per wavelength DPk against
time-averaged flux Q. We can divide the graph into multiple
regions according to the signs of DPk and Q. The upper left hand
region, where DPk > 0and Q < 0 is called retrograde pumping
region. The region where DPk > 0and Q > 0 is known as peristaltic
pumping region. The lower right hand region where DPk < 0and
Q > 0 termed as copumping region. The critical value of Q for
which DPk ¼ 0 is referred to free pumping flux and is denoted by
Q0. The maximum pressure rise against which peristalsis works
as pump, i.e. DPk for Q ¼ 0 is denoted by P0. Fig. 4a and b elucidates
that for the increasing values of a and Br pumping decreases in the
retrograde and peristaltic pumping regions, however it increases in
the copumping region. Also, free pumping flux Q0 increases
(Table 3). Table 4 shows that P0 decreases by increasing a, hence
peristalsis works against less pressure to propel the fluid with vari-
able viscosity as compared to constant viscosity. Decrement in the
value of P0 is observed for rising values of Br (Table 4). Fig. 4c and d
shows that retrograde and peristaltic pumping decreases and cop-
umping increases by increasing both Nb and Nt . It is evident from
Tables 3 and 4 respectively, that by increasing Nb and Nt ;Q0
increases and P0 decreases. We can see from Fig. 4e that pumping
rate increases in all the regions by increasing Gt . Values of Q0 and
P0 also increases (Tables 3 and 4) by increasing Gt . The behavior of
concentration buoyancy parameter Gc on pressure rise is similar to
that accounted for the thermal buoyancy parameter Gt (Fig. 4f).
Fig. 4g shows that pumping rate is a decreasing function of k1 in
the retrograde and peristaltic pumping regions and an increasing
function of k1 in the copumping region. Free pumping flux Q0
increases (Table 3) however, maximum pressure rise against which
peristalsis works as pump P0 decreases by increasing k1 (Table 4)
and thus peristalsis has to work against less pressure in case of
non-Newtonian fluid as compared to Newtonian fluid. The varia-
tion of DPk for different values ofM is presented in Fig. 4h. It shows
that pumping increases in the retrograde pumping region however
it decreases in the peristaltic and copumping region. Further Q0
decreases but P0 increases by increasing M (Tables 3 and 4).
Fig. 2. hcurves for w; h and g for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, x = 0.1, / ¼ p=4, Q = 0.5, Pr = 1.5, a ¼ 0:2, Br = 1, Nt ¼ 0:5, Nb ¼ 0:9, Gt ¼ 0:4, Gc ¼ 0:4, k1 ¼ 0:2, M = 1.
Table 1
Convergence of HAM solution with a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, x = 0.1, / ¼ p=4, Q = 0.5, Pr = 1.5, a ¼ 0:2, Br = 1, Nt ¼ 0:5, Nb ¼ 0:9, Gt ¼ 0:4, Gc ¼ 0:4, k1 ¼ 0:2, M = 1,
hw ¼ hh ¼ hg ¼ 0:8.
No. of iterations w00ðh1Þ h0ðh1Þ g0ðh1Þ w00ðh2Þ h0ðh2Þ g0ðh2Þ
01 0.53086 0.91205 0.33526 0.98334 0.22405 0.33526
05 0.47935 1.30514 0.21004 1.02404 0.22620 0.64843
10 0.48137 1.20440 0.14749 1.03122 0.21117 v0.63808
15 0.48132 1.21414 0.15297 1.03096 0.21226 0.63951
20 0.48132 1.21327 0.15252 1.03097 0.21217 0.63938
25 0.48132 1.21334 0.15256 1.03097 0.21217 0.63940
30 0.48132 1.21334 0.15256 1.03097 0.21217 0.63940
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of different parameters, Fig. 5 is sketched. Fig. 5a clearly shows that
by increasing the viscosity parameter a, the amplitude of velocity
increases as we move closer to the hotter wall (left wall) and it
decreases as we move away from it. The reason being the high
temperature near the hotter wall, which results in the decreasein viscosity and consequently velocity increases and vice versa.
We can see from Fig. 5b that u increases by increasing Br. Since
Brinkman number Br is due to the viscous dissipation which means
that energy is produced and so the temperature increases and
velocity and temperature have direct relation hence velocity
increases. Nb is the ratio of diffusion of nanonoparticles due to
Table 2
Comparison of velocity u, temperature h and concentration g obtained by HAM and
numerical dopri45 solver. We choose a1 ¼ 0:5 d ¼ 1; a2 ¼ 0:5; / ¼ p=2; x ¼ 0; Q ¼ 1,
M = 1, Pr = 1, Br = 1, Nb ¼ 0:9; Nt ¼ 0:3; Gt ¼ 0:1; Gc ¼ 0:1; a ¼ 0:1; k1 ¼ 0:2;
hw ¼ hh ¼ hg ¼ 0:8.
y HAM Numerical
(a) Velocity (u)
1.00 1.00000000 1.00000000
0.75 0.64336730 0.64336732
0.50 0.39281976 0.39281978
0.25 0.23003968 0.23003970
0.00 0.14190566 0.14190568
0.25 0.12022073 0.12022074
0.50 0.16115140 0.16115140
0.75 0.26472321 0.26472320
1.00 0.43440653 0.43440650
1.25 0.67664742 0.67664735
1.50 1.00000000 1.00000000
(b) Temperature ðhÞ
1.00 1.00000000 1.00000000
0.75 1.15903366 1.15903362
0.50 1.25595774 1.25595771
0.25 1.30705182 1.30705181
0.00 1.31305637 1.31305638
0.25 1.26868482 1.26868484
0.50 1.16727864 1.16727867
0.75 1.00213070 1.00213075
1.00 0.76494694 0.76494702
1.25 0.44102995 0.44103006
1.50 0.00000000 0.00000000
(c) Concentration ðgÞ
1.00 1.00000000 1.00000000
0.75 0.81365545 0.81365546
0.50 0.64801408 0.64801409
0.25 0.49764939 0.49764940
0.00 0.36231454 0.36231454
0.25 0.24377173 0.24377172
0.50 0.14424045 0.14424044
0.75 0.06595643 0.06595642
1.00 0.01168435 0.01168433
1.25 0.01367665 0.01367669
1.50 0.00000000 0.00000000
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fluid. Similarly, Nt is the ratio of diffusion of nanoparticles due to
the thermophoresis force to the momentum diffusion in nanofluid.
Effect of Nb and Nt on velocity can be seen in Fig. 5c and d. An
increase in velocity is seen by increasing Nb (see Fig. 5c), as the dif-
fusion of particles is increased by increasing Brownian motion
parameter Nb. From Fig. 5d we observe that by increasing Nt , the
thermophoresis force on the nanoparticles increases which
increases the movement of nanoparticles and consequently that
leads to fast flow. It is depicted in Fig. 5e that the increase of local
temperature Grashof number Gt results in the increase of the
velocity of the fluid near the hotter wall. The combined effect of
the high temperature of the wall and the increase of temperature
gradients results in the enhancement of velocity. Similar behavior
of velocity is observed for local nanoparticle Grashof number Gc
(see Fig. 5f). Fig. 5g shows the effect of Jeffrey fluid parameter k1
on velocity profile. The amplitude of velocity increases near the left
wall and decreases near the right wall. Fig. 5h manifests that
amplitude of velocity gradually decreases when Hartman number
M is increased.
The temperature profile h is discussed against y for different
parameters in Fig. 6. Fig. 6a reveals that the increase of variable
viscosity parameter a decreases the temperature profile. Fig. 6b
shows that the amplitude of temperature profile increases as a
result of increasing Br. The reason being the presence of viscous
dissipation term. Due to it, some of the fluid kinetic energyconverts to the thermal energy and hence increases the temper-
ature. In nanofluid systems, the Brownian motion and ther-
mophoresis takes place, due to the size of nanoparticles,
which has an effect on the heat transfer properties. Fig. 6c
and d are prepared to present the effects of Nb and Nt on tem-
perature distribution. It is noted that the increase in Nb leads to
an increase in the diffusion of particles, which increases the
fluid temperature. Also, by increasing Nt , there is an increase
in the thermophoretic force which increases the diffusion of
nanoparticles into the fluid and this results in the increase in
temperature. Fig. 6e and f elucidates the effect of Gt and Gc
on the temperature h. By increasing Gt and Gc , the temperature
decreases near the right wall and the larger values of Gt (or Gc)
accompany with the stronger buoyancy force due to tempera-
ture gradient (or concentration gradient) rises the temperature
near the left wall (hotter wall). Fig. 6g manifests that tempera-
ture in the Jeffrey fluid is lower than the temperature in New-
tonian fluid. Increase in temperature can be seen by increasing
M from Fig. 6h, the reason being the Joule heating effects.
Variation of absolute value of heat transfer coefficient Z for dif-
ferent parameters can be seen in Fig. 7. This figure shows that heat
transfer coefficient is positive for x > 0 and negative for x < 0. This
oscillatory behavior is justified in view of peristalsis. Fig. 7a repre-
sents that Zj j decreases by increasing viscosity parameter a. This
tells that heat transfer coefficient is higher for constant viscosity
as compared to variable viscosity. The effect of Br is to increase
Zj j as shown in (Fig. 7b). Fig. 7c and d depicts that Zj j shows a sim-
ilar pattern of increase for both Nb and Nt . Increase in the value of
Gt ;Gc and k1 results in a decrease in Zj j (see Fig. 7g). However oppo-
site behavior is observed for M (Fig. 7h).
Fig. 8 depicts the behavior of different parameters on the
nanoparticle volume fraction C. It is clear from Fig. 8a that
nanoparticle concentration is increasing by increasing a. Thus vari-
able viscosity fluid concentration is higher as compared to constant
viscosity fluid. The presence of viscous dissipation results in the
decrease in concentration (see Fig. 8b). It is observed from Fig. 8c
and d that the effect of Nb and Nt on the nanoparticle concentration
profile g is opposite to that of temperature profile h. When Nb and
Nt are increased, the particle dispersion is higher which results in
the decrease in concentration. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 8e
that when Gt is increased, the increased temperature gradient
results in the dispersion of the concentration distribution species
and this results in the decrease in the concentration. Same is true
for Gc (Fig. 8f). Concentration in the Jeffrey fluid is higher than
the concentration in Newtonian fluid as given in Fig. 8g. Fig. 8h
depicts that Hartman number has the same effect on concentration
as that of Brinkman number.
The trapping phenomenon is a characteristic feature of peri-
staltic transport in which streamlines split under certain condi-
tions to trap a bolus. This bolus moves with the same speed as
that of wave. The effects of a, Br, Nb;Nt;Gt ;Gc; k1 andM on trapping
are shown in Figs. 9–16. It is clear that the trapped bolus in the
right side increases in size when viscosity parameter a is increased.
However, the size of the bolus in the left side decreases. (see Fig. 9).
Increasing values of Br have an increasing effect on the size of
trapped bolus (Fig. 10). Figs. 11 and 12 indicates that Nb and Nt
have negligible effect on trapping phenomenon i.e., the trapping
is independent of the consideration of nanoparticles. Figs. 13 and
14 illustrate that increase in both Grashof numbers (Gt and Gc)
from zero i.e vanishing buoyancy effects, the volume of trapped
bolus clearly increases in right side of the channel and decreases
in the left side. As fluid character changes from Newtonian
(k1 ¼ 0) to Jeffrey (k1 ¼ 1) (see Fig. 15), the size of trapped bolus
decreases. This observation remains true for Fig. 16 which depicts
the effects of Hartman number M.
Fig. 3. Pressure gradient dp=dx versus x for a1=0.5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, / ¼ p=4, Q = 0.5.
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Fig. 4. Pressure rise DPk versus flow rate Q for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, / ¼ p=4.
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Table 3
Critical values of Q for which DPk ¼ 0.
a Q0 Br Q0 Nb Q0 Nt Q0
0.0 0.5336 0.0 0.5440 0.0 0.5589 0.0 0.5939
0.3 0.5503 0.5 0.5561 0.3 0.5922 0.3 0.6083
0.6 0.5843 1.0 0.5765 0.6 0.6405 0.6 0.6137
Gt Q0 Gc Q0 k1 Q0 M Q0
0.0 0.4118 0.0 0.6226 0.0 0.5546 0.0 0.7110
0.3 0.5890 0.3 0.7116 0.2 0.5612 0.5 0.6549
0.6 0.7741 0.6 0.7985 0.4 0.5675 1.0 0.5395
Table 4
Values of DPk for which Q ¼ 0.
a P0 Br P0 Nb P0 Nt P0
0.0 0.8217 0.0 0.5384 0.0 0.5162 0.0 0.5923
0.3 0.6422 0.5 0.5116 0.3 0.4605 0.3 0.5090
0.6 0.4975 1.0 0.4845 0.6 0.4052 0.6 0.4048
Gt P0 Gc P0 k1 P0 M P0
0.0 0.5948 0.0 0.5734 0.0 0.5594 0.0 0.6863
0.3 0.8469 0.3 0.6573 0.2 0.4715 0.5 0.7069
0.6 1.0990 0.6 0.7412 0.4 0.4078 1.0 0.7680
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Mixed convective peristaltic flow of Jeffrey nanofluid variable
viscosity is studied with the consideration of viscous dissipation
and Joule heating effects. The findings of the present paper can
be summarized as: There exists a linear relationship between DPk
and Q for Gt ;Gc; k1 and M but nonlinear relationship occurs for a,
Br, Nb and Nt . An increase in a, Br, Nb;Nt and k1 leads to a fall in
peristaltic and retrograde pumping rates and a rise in copumping
rate. The amplitude of velocity and temperature profiles increases
with the consideration of nanoparticles in the fluid, but opposite is
true for concentration profile. The fluid concentration is higher for
variable viscosity fluid as compared to constant viscosity fluid. The
trapped bolus in the right side of channel for increasing a;Gt and Gc
shows a reversed behavior when compared with bolus in the left
side of the channel.
Appendix A
In view of Eqs. (30)–(32), one can obtain family of equations
corresponding to Eqs. (21)–(23) as given below
ð1 jÞLw½w^ðy; jÞ  w0ðyÞ ¼ jhwN w½w^ðy; jÞ; h^ðy; jÞ; ðA-1Þ
ð1 jÞLh½h^ðy; jÞ  h0ðyÞ ¼ jhhN h½w^ðy; jÞ; h^ðy; jÞ; g^ðy; jÞ; ðA-2Þ
ð1 jÞLg½g^ðy; jÞ  g0ðyÞ ¼ jhgN g½h^ðy; jÞ; g^ðy; jÞ; ðA-3Þ
called the zeroth-order deformation equations, whose solution var-
ies continuously with respect to embedded parameter j 2 ½0;1.
Here hw; hh and hg are the non-zero auxiliary parameters.
w^ðy; jÞ ¼ F=2; @w^ðy; jÞ
@y
¼ 1; h^ðy; jÞ ¼ 0; g^ðy; jÞ ¼ 0; at y ¼ h1;
ðA-4Þ
w^ðy; jÞ ¼ F=2; @w^ðy; jÞ
@y
¼ 1; h^ðy; jÞ ¼ 1; g^ðy; jÞ ¼ 1; at y ¼ h2:
ðA-5ÞThe non-linear operators are given by
N w½w^ðy; jÞ; h^ðy; jÞ; g^ðy; jÞ ¼ @
4w^ðy; jÞ
@y4
 ð1þ k1ÞM2 @
2w^ðy; jÞ
@y2
 a h^ðy; jÞ @
4w^ðy; jÞ
@y4
þ 2 @h^ðy; jÞ
@y
@3w^ðy; jÞ
@y3
þ @
2h^ðy; jÞ
@y2
@2w^ðy; jÞ
@y2
" #
þ ð1þ k1Þ Gt @h^ðy; jÞ
@y
þ Gc @g^ðy; jÞ
@y
" #
; ðA-6Þ
N h½w^ðy; jÞ; h^ðy; jÞ; g^ðy; jÞ ¼ @
2h^ðy; jÞ
@y2
þ Brð1þ k1Þ
@2w^ðy; jÞ
@y2
 !2
 ah^ðy; jÞ @
2w^ðy; jÞ
@y2
 !224
3
5
þ BrM2 @w^ðy; jÞ
@y
 !2
þ 2 @w^ðy; jÞ
@y
2
4
3
5þ PrNb @h^ðy; jÞ
@y
@g^ðy; jÞ
@y
þ PrNt @h^ðy; jÞ
@y
 !2
þ BrM2ð1 vmÞ; ðA-7Þ
N g½w^ðy; jÞ; h^ðy; jÞ; g^ðy; jÞ ¼ @
2g^ðy; jÞ
@y2
þ Nt
Nb
@2h^ðy; jÞ
@y2
: ðA-8Þ
For j ¼ 0 and j ¼ 1, we get
w^ðy;0Þ ¼ w0ðyÞ; h^ðy;0Þ ¼ h0ðyÞ; g^ðy;0Þ ¼ g0ðyÞ;
w^ðy;1Þ ¼ wðyÞ; h^ðy;1Þ ¼ hðyÞ; g^ðy;1Þ ¼ gðyÞ:
ðA-9Þ
As the embedded parameter j increases from zero to unity,
w^ðy; jÞ; h^ðy; jÞ and g^ðy; jÞ differ from w0ðyÞ; h0ðyÞ and g0ðyÞ i.e initial
guesses to wðyÞ; hðyÞ and gðyÞ i.e solution. Using Taylor’s expansion
one can write
w^ðy; jÞ ¼ w0ðyÞ þ
X1
m¼1
w^mðyÞjm; w^mðyÞ ¼ 1m!
@mw^ðy; jÞ
@jm
; ðA-10Þ
Fig. 5. Velocity u versus y for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, x = 0.1, / ¼ p=4, Q = 0.5.
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Fig. 6. Temperature profile h versus y for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, x = 0.1, Q = 0.5, / ¼ p=4.
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Fig. 7. Heat transfer coefficient Z versus x for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, Q = 0.5, / ¼ p=4.
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Fig. 8. Concentration g versus y for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, x = 0.1, / ¼ p=4, Q = 0.5.
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Fig. 9. Streamlines for variation of a for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, Q = 2.4, / ¼ p=4, Nb ¼ 0:7, Nt ¼ 0:8, M = 3, Pr = 3, Br = 0.3, Gt ¼ 0:3, Gc ¼ 0:4, k1 ¼ 0:1.
Fig. 10. Streamlines for variation of Br for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, Q = 2.4, / ¼ p=4, Nb ¼ 0:7, Nt ¼ 0:8, M = 2, a ¼ 0:3, Pr = 3, Gt ¼ 0:3, Gc ¼ 0:4, k1 ¼ 0:5.
Fig. 11. Streamlines for variation of Nb for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, Q = 2.4, / ¼ p=4, Nt ¼ 0:7, M = 1, Br = 0.3, a ¼ 0:1, Pr = 3, Gt ¼ 0:3, Gc ¼ 0:4, k1 ¼ 0:4.
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Fig. 12. Streamlines for variation of Nt for a1=0.5, a2=0.5, d = 1.5, Q = 2.4, /=p/4, Nb=0.7, M = 1, Br = 0.3, Pr = 3, a=0.2, Gt=0.3, Gc=0.4, k1=0.4
Fig. 13. Streamlines for variation of Gt for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, Q = 2.4, / ¼ p=4, Nt ¼ 0:3, Nb ¼ 0:8, Pr = 3, M = 1, a ¼ 0:2, Br = 0.3, Gc ¼ 0:2, k1 ¼ 0:5.
Fig. 14. Streamlines for variation of Gc for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, Q = 2.4, / ¼ p=4, Nt ¼ 0:3, Nb ¼ 0:8, M = 1, Pr = 3, Br = 0.3, a ¼ 0:2, Gt ¼ 0:2, k1 ¼ 0:5.
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Fig. 15. Streamlines for variation of k1 for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, Q = 2.4, / ¼ p=4, Nb ¼ 0:7, Nt ¼ 0:8, M = 1.5, Br = 0.3, Pr = 3, a ¼ 0:2, Gt ¼ 0:3, Gc ¼ 0:4.
Fig. 16. Streamlines for variation of M for a1 ¼ 0:5, d = 1.5, a2 ¼ 0:5, Q = 2.4, / ¼ p=4, Nb ¼ 0:7, Nt ¼ 1, Br = 0.5, a ¼ 0:3, Pr = 3, Gt ¼ 0:1, Gc ¼ 0:1, k1 ¼ 0:1.
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X1
m¼1
h^mðyÞjm; h^mðyÞ ¼ 1m!
@mh^ðy; jÞ
@jm
; ðA-11Þ
g^ðy; jÞ ¼ g0ðyÞ þ
X1
m¼1
g^mðyÞjm; g^mðyÞ ¼ 1m!
@mg^ðy; jÞ
@jm
: ðA-12Þ
If the auxiliary linear operators, initial guesses and auxiliary
parameters are chosen properly, the above series converges for
j ¼ 1. Hence
w^ðyÞ ¼ w0ðyÞ þ
X1
m¼1
w^mðyÞ; ðA-13Þ
h^ðyÞ ¼ h0ðyÞ þ
X1
m¼1
h^mðyÞ; ðA-14Þ
g^ðyÞ ¼ g0ðyÞ þ
X1
m¼1
g^mðyÞ: ðA-15Þ
Deformation equations of mth order are obtained by differenti-
ating Eqs. (A-1) to (A-3) m times wrt j, divide by m! and set j ¼ 0Lw½w^m  vmw^m1ðyÞ ¼ hwRwmðyÞ; ðA-16Þ
Lh½h^m  vmh^m1ðyÞ ¼ hhRhmðyÞ; ðA-17Þ
Lg½g^m  vmg^m1ðyÞ ¼ hgRgmðyÞ; ðA-18Þ
with boundary conditions
w^mðy; jÞ ¼ F=2; @w^mðy; jÞ
@y
¼ 1; h^mðy; jÞ ¼ 0;
g^mðy; jÞ ¼ 0; at y ¼ h1; ðA-19Þ
w^mðy; jÞ ¼ F=2;
@w^mðy; jÞ
@y
¼ 1; h^mðy; jÞ ¼ 1;
g^mðy; jÞ ¼ 1; at y ¼ h2; ðA-20Þ
where
RwmðyÞ¼
@4w^m1
@y4
a
Xm1
k¼0
h^m1kðyÞ@
4w^k
@y4
þ2@h^m1k
@y
@3w^k
@y3
þ@
2h^m1k
@y2
@2w^k
@y2
" #
ð1þk1ÞM2 @
2w^m1
@y2
þð1þk1Þ Gt @h^m1
@y
þGc @g^m1
@y
" #
; ðA-21Þ
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@2h^m1
@y2
þ BrM2
Xm1
k¼0
@w^m1k
@y
@w^k
@y
þ 2 @w^m1ðyÞ
@y
" #
þ BrM2ð1 vmÞ
þ Brð1þ k1Þ
Xm1
k¼0
@2w^m1k
@y2
@2w^k
@y2
 a
Xk
l¼0
h^m1k
@2w^k1
@y2
@2w^l
@y2
" #
þ PrNb
Xm1
k¼0
@h^m1k
@y
@g^k
@y
þ PrNt
Xm1
k¼0
@h^m1k
@y
@h^k
@y
;
ðA-22Þ
RgmðyÞ ¼
@2g^m1
@y2
þ Nt
Nb
@2h^m1
@y2
; ðA-23Þ
and
vm ¼
0; m 6 1
1; m > 1:

ðA-24Þ
Solving the above mth order deformation problems, one obtains
wmðyÞ ¼ wmðyÞ þ C1 þ C2yþ C3y2 þ C4y3; ðA-25Þ
hmðyÞ ¼ hmðyÞ þ C5 þ C6y; ðA-26Þ
gmðyÞ ¼ gmðyÞ þ C7 þ C8y; ðA-27Þ
where wmðyÞ; hmðyÞ and gmðyÞ are special solutions.
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